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Small angle neutron inelastic scattering measurement has been performed to study the magnon
dispersion relation in the field-induced-ferromagnetic phase of the noncentrosymmetric binary com-
pound MnSi. For the magnons propagating parallel or anti-parallel to the external magnetic field, we
experimentally confirmed that the dispersion relation is asymmetrically shifted along the magnetic
field direction. This magnon dispersion shift is attributed to the relativistic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction, which is finite in noncentrosymmetric magnets, such as MnSi. The shift direction is
found to be switchable by reversing the external magnetic field direction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry is a ubiquitous concept that determines de-
generacy of energy states of particles in crystalline ma-
terials. Exemplified by electrons, degeneracy for both ↑-
and ↓-spin states and +~q and −~q states is expected in a
centrosymmetric crystal under time-reversal symmetry,
i.e., E(q, ↑) = E(−q, ↓) and E(q, ↑) = E(q, ↓). While
time-reversal-symmetry breaking results in the trivial
ferromagnetic band splitting, spatial-inversion-symmetry
breaking leads to spin splitting in a non-trivial man-
ner due to the relativistic spin-orbit coupling; E(q, ↑) 6=
E(−q, ↑) but still E(q, ↑) = E(−q, ↓). A well-known
example of such asymmetry-induced band splitting is
the Rashba effect1,2, which has been experimentally con-
firmed in various noncentrosymmetric systems3–8.
The above symmetry constraint should hold not only
for real particles but also for quasi-particles in crys-
talline materials. A ferromagnetic magnon is one of
such quasi-particles, and has a symmetric and quadratic
dispersion relation in centrosymmetric compounds, i.e.,
E(q) = Dsq
2, where Ds stands for the spin stiffness.
Upon breaking the inversion symmetry, it supposedly be-
comes asymmetric, E(q) 6= E(−q). The simplest asym-
metric dispersion may be:
E(q) = E0 +Ds(q − q0)
2, (1)
where the bottom of the original quadratic dispersion
relation shifts to a finite value q0. (E0 stands for a
gap energy.) This shifted quadratic magnon disper-
sion relation has been known theoretically for decades,
and was microscopically attributed to the antisymmetric
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction originating from
the relativistic spin-orbit coupling9,10.
Although theoretically well understood, experimental
confirmation of the magnon dispersion shift has been
largely limited to ferromagnetic thin films11–14, where
the inversion symmetry is trivially lost. For magnons
in bulk noncentrosymmetric ferromagnets, very recently,
the nonreciprocal propagation of the magnons was de-
tected in the two compounds LiFe5O8
15 and Cu2OSeO3
16
in a GHz (or µeV) range using a modern microwave
resonance technique. The nonreciprocal propagation of
magnons is due to different frequencies for the +q and
−q magnons, and hence is a sign of asymmetry in the
magnon dispersion relation. It should be noted, however,
that microwave resonance observes magnons in a q ≃ 0
region, where the group velocity can be negative, depend-
ing on an effective sample thickness, due to dipole-dipole
interactions17; indeed, the backward-propagating mode,
called magnetostatic mode, dominates in a thin sample.
For a thicker sample, another issue, a distribution of res-
onance frequencies along the sample thickness direction,
prohibits unique assignment of the magnon frequency.
Hence, the magnon dispersion in a microscopic length
scale, where the exchange and DM interactions certainly
dominates, is experimentally inconclusive in bulk non-
centrosymmetric ferromagnets. Neutron inelastic scat-
2tering is a common tool to measure magnon dispersion
relations in bulk magnets, nonetheless, one could hardly
find experimental observation of the asymmetric magnon
dispersion. This is due to stringent requirements for di-
rections of the external magnetic field, magnon propa-
gation vector, and crystallographic axis, and also due to
the extremely high momentum-transfer (Q) and energy
(E) resolutions necessary to detect the dispersion shift.
MnSi is a prototypical itinerant chiral helimagnet and
has been studied for half a century18. MnSi belongs
to the noncentrosymmetric space group P213, where
the finite DM interaction is expected. In the zero ex-
ternal magnetic field, a single-q helical magnetic struc-
ture is stabilized below the transition temperature Tc ≈
29.5 K. The helical structure has a quite long mod-
ulation period, characterized by the modulation vec-
tor ~q ≈ (0.016, 0.016, 0.016) (r. l. u.)19,20. By apply-
ing the external field, the single-~q helical structure first
transforms into the conical structure, and then into the
induced-ferromagnetic structure21. This compound at-
tracts renewed interests because of the recent observation
of the skyrmion-lattice phase under finite external mag-
netic field in vicinity of Tc
22. Low-energy spin excitations
in MnSi have been also studied in detail. In the zero-field
helical phase, infinitely folded helimagnon bands were ob-
served, and were attributed to its incommensurability23.
In the induced-ferromagnetic phase, well-defined magnon
excitations were observed at low energies E < 2.5 meV,
whereas for E > 2.5 meV the magnon excitation be-
comes overdumped due to the particle-hole excitation
continuum, called Storner continuum24,25. Related to
the magnon dispersion shift, there have been two pio-
neering works in literature26,27. They used the polarized-
neutron inelastic scattering technique, and selectively ob-
served single-handed spiral magnetic correlation. Either
slight asymmetry in the inelastic scattering spectrum26,
or possible slight Q-shift of the magnon peak position by
reversing field direction27, was reported there. Nonethe-
less, because of the insufficient Q- and E-resolutions, the
magnon band shift was only speculative, being far from
conclusive. Quite recently an another trial was made to
experimentally study the magnon band shift using polar-
ized small angle neutron scattering technique28. In the
experiment, polarization dependence of the energy inte-
grated diffraction intensity was recorded, and from its
~Q-space asymmetry the magnon dispersion shift was in-
ferred. It should be, however, pointed out that the used
technique is in principle energy insensitive, and hence
cannot be a direct observation of magnon dispersion re-
lation. Apparently, an inelastic experiment is necessary.
In this work, we performed small angle neutron in-
elastic scattering using unpolarized neutrons to confirm
the long-sought magnon dispersion shift in the induced-
ferromagnetic phase of the noncentrosymmetric MnSi. It
was found that the magnon peak appears only in either
h¯ω > 0 or < 0 side of the inelastic spectrum, depending
on the direction of the external magnetic field. As far as
we know, this clear asymmetry in the unpolarized neutron
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the experi-
mental setup for the small angle neutron inelastic measure-
ments. The external magnetic field was fixed anti-parallel
(H > 0) or parallel (H < 0) to the momentum transfer ~Q,
which was set along the crystallographic [111] direction.
excitation spectra is the first observation of this kind,
nonetheless, is a ubiquitous property of inelastic spec-
tra for noncentrosymmetric magnets. The magnon dis-
persion relation was experimentally determined; the dis-
persion shift was unambiguously detected, with the shift
direction and its magnitude being in quantitative agree-
ment with the theoretical prediction. This confirms the
nonreciprocality of the magnon propagation in the non-
centrosymmetric ferromagnet in the microscopic length
scale.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Single crystals of MnSi were grown by the Bridgman
method using Al2O3 crucibles sealed in quartz tubes
29.
Two crystals are co-aligned with the total mass ∼ 18 g.
The neutron inelastic scattering experiment was per-
formed using the cold-neutron triple-axis spectrometer
CTAX, installed at the HFIR reactor of Oak Ridge Na-
tional Laboratory. Pyrolytic graphite 002 reflections
were used for both the monochromator and analyzer.
Cooled Be filter was placed after the sample to elimi-
nate higher harmonic neutrons. The co-aligned crystals
were loaded in the horizontal field superconducting mag-
net with the hhl plane set to the scattering plane, and
with the magnetic field ~H antiparallel to ~Q ‖ [111]. ( ~Q is
defined as ~Q = ~ki−~kf .) The ferromagnetic magnons were
measured around the origin ~Q = 0, using the small outgo-
ing neutron energy Ef = 3.25 meV and tight collimations
of 20′ placed before and after the sample. The resulting
Q-resolution was ∆Q ≃ 0.01 A˚−1, whereas the energy
resolution ∆E ≃ 0.1 meV at the elastic position. For
the inelastic scattering, background in the low-Q region
is mainly due to the small angle scattering from window
materials and air, and was reduced by using a large vac-
uum chamber around the sample with single crystal Si
windows. Remaining background was estimated by the
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a-d) Neutron diffraction patterns ob-
served under H = 0, 3, 4 and 5 kOe. Solid lines are the fit-
ting results using gaussian functions. (e) Phase boundary
for the helical/conical and induced-ferromagnetic phases in
MnSi for H ‖ [111]. Filled circles stand for the estimated
transition temperatures. Filled square indicates the T and H
point, where the present small angle inelastic neutron scat-
tering measurements were performed.
base temperature scans performed at T ≃ 4 K, where
the magnon excitations were strongly suppressed due to
the small Bose population factor. For all the inelastic
spectra shown in this report, the estimated background
was removed from the raw spectra observed at higher
temperatures. The experimental setup is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, we checked the phase boundary between
the helical/conical phase and paramagnetic/induced-
ferromagnetic phase using elastic neutron scattering.
Figure 2(a) shows the temperature dependence of the
neutron diffraction pattern under the zero external field.
The incommensurate peak was clearly observed at ~Q =
(0.016, 0.016, 0.016) (r. l. u.) at low temperatures, while
it disappears above 29 K. From the temperature depen-
dence of the peak intensity, the transition temperature
was estimated as Tc = 28(1) K, which is consistent with
the earlier report22. The diffraction patterns under the
finite magnetic fields H = 3, 4, and 5 kOe are shown in
Figs. 2(b-d). The incommensurate peak was observed
at low temperatures for all H , and Tc was similarly es-
timated from their temperature dependence. The esti-
mated Tc is shown in Fig. 2(e). Tc decreases quickly as
H increases, again being in reasonable agreement with
the earlier bulk measurement30. One may note that the
peak position shifts to lower Q under the higher mag-
netic field H = 5 kOe at low temperatures. This is due
to the temperature dependence of the modulation vec-
tor; indeed the peak position is in good agreement with
the earlier report31 by taking account of its temperature
dependence.
Next, we measured the neutron inelastic spectra at
T = 27 K under the magnetic field H = +5 kOe or H =
−5 kOe, where the system is certainly in the induced-
ferromagnetic phase as evidenced from the above diffrac-
tion experiment. The inelastic spectrum observed at the
momentum transfer ~Q = (0.05, 0.05, 0.05) (r. l. u.) under
H = 5 kOe is shown in Fig. 3(c). Surprisingly, the inelas-
tic peak appears only at h¯ω = −0.18 meV in the negative
energy side, which corresponds to the process where neu-
trons gain energy from the system. The inelastic spec-
trum under the reversed magnetic field H = −5 kOe
is shown in Fig. 3(d). Clearly, the magnon peak ap-
pears in the positive energy side at h¯ω = 0.18 meV
for this field direction; again asymmetry in the inelas-
tic spectrum is observed. Figures 3(a), 3(b), 3(e), and
3(f) represent inelastic spectra at different ~Q positions.
At all the ~Q positions the asymmetric appearance of the
magnon excitation peak has been confirmed. This is
the first demonstration of asymmetry in the unpolarized-
neutron inelastic-scattering spectrum for noncentrosym-
metric ferromagnets, as far as we know.
Generally, the detailed balance law for the scattering
function S( ~Q,E) is given as:
S( ~Q,E) = eE/kBTS(− ~Q,−E), (2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and e
E/kBT ≃ 1
in our experimental condition. Trivially, this becomes
symmetric S( ~Q,E) ≃ S( ~Q,−E) for centrosymmetric
systems. Therefore, the asymmetric appearance of the
magnon peak can be naturally understood as a conse-
quence of the noncentrosymmetricity of the underlying
crystal. As detailed below, this asymmetry of the inelas-
tic spectra is a direct evidence of the asymmetry of the
magnon dispersion relation, i.e. E(q) 6= E(−q).
Shown in Figs. 3(g) and 3(h) are the inelastic spec-
tra observed with the sample rotated for ∆ω = 180◦
with keeping magnetic-field and ~Q directions unchanged.
Note that this 180◦-rotation operation is identical to the
simultaneous reversal of H and ~Q with fixed sample ω.
As is clearly seen in the figure, the magnon peak appears
in the same side as those in the corresponding spectra
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). This confirms that the
asymmetric appearance is related to the intrinsic chiral-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Representative constant- ~Q scans mea-
sured at T = 27 K. (a) and (b) h = 0.04 (r. l. u.). (c) and (d)
h = 0.05 (r. l. u.). (e) and (f) h = 0.06 (r. l. u.). The exter-
nal field was set to H = 5 kOe for (a), (c), and (e), whereas
the field was switched to H = −5 kOe for (b), (d), and (f).
(g) and (h) Constant- ~Q scans measured at T = 27 K and
h = 0.05 (r. l. u.) with the sample rotated for 180 degrees.
The direction of magnetic field [5 kOe for (g) and -5 kOe for
(h)] with respect to the incident neutron direction was un-
changed. For all the spectra, background was removed using
the base temperature datasets; the data around the elastic
position were discarded since huge elastic background results
in unacceptable uncertainties. The solid lines are the best fits
to the model described in the text.
ity of the crystal structure, and is consistent with the
theoretical expectation9.
To quantitatively estimate the excitation energy, each
observed spectrum was fitted to the following scattering
function convoluted with the instrumental resolution32:
S( ~Q,E)± =
ISQΓ
Γ2 + [E ± E(~q)]2
, (3)
where ± stands for the sign of H = ±5 kOe. For the
resolution-convolution fitting, we need the dispersion re-
lation in the resolution ellipsoid, and hence the asymmet-
ric dispersion given as Eq. (1) is assumed. We first per-
formed the fitting to each inelastic spectrum with fixed
E0 ≃ 0.02 meV and ~q0 ≃ (0.016, 0.016, 0.016), which are
rough estimations obtained from raw peak positions. The
fitting results are shown in the corresponding figures by
the solid lines; the observed spectra are well reproduced
by the resolution convoluted Eq. (3). The magnon en-
ergy at each ~Q-position was estimated from the obtained
Ds parameter, and is plotted as a function of ~q(= ~Q) in
Fig. 4. The clear shift of the magnon dispersion relation
is seen in the figure.
In the continuous limit, a model Hamiltonian for MnSi
may be written as10,33:
H =
∫
d~r
[
J
2a
(∇~S)2 −
D
a2
~S · (∇× ~S)−
K1
2a3
∑
i
S4i −
h
a3
Sz
]
,
(4)
where a and ~S are the lattice constant and continu-
ous spin field, respectively. The first, second, third and
the last terms stand for the exchange interaction (ex-
change parameter: J), DM interaction (DM parameter:
D), cubic anisotropy (anisotropy parameter: K1), and
Zeeman energy (reduced external field: h = −gµBHext,
where g, µB, and Hext are the g-factor, Bohr magneton
and external field, respectively). The suffix i = x, y, z
stands for the orthogonal coordinate axis, where the
z-axis is defined along the reduced external field, i.e.,
~z ‖ ~h. The dispersion relation for the magnon exci-
tations along ~q ‖ ~h is indeed written in the form of
Eq. (1) with the relations: Ds = JSa
2, q0 = −D/aJ , and
E0 = h−hc = h−(D
2S/J−4K1S
3/3), where S is the spin
size and hc is the critical field, above which the induced-
ferromagnetic phase is stabilized. In the above theory,
the bottom of the quadratic dispersion, q0, is given as
−D/aJ , and accordingly the shift direction by the sign
of the DM interaction D. The earlier polarized-neutron-
diffraction study concluded D > 0 from the anticlockwise
nature of the zero field helical structure20. For this sign
of D, the direction of the dispersion shift is expected to
be antiparallel to ~h, i.e., q0 < 0 for h > 0. It should
be further noted that q0 corresponds to the modulation
vector of the zero-field helical structure in the mean-field
level34.
The experimentally obtained magnon dispersion rela-
tion is fitted to the shifted quadratic dispersion relation
Eq. (1) with Ds and E0 as adjustable parameters. We as-
sume q0 = 0.038 A˚
−1 = |(0.016, 0.016, 0.016)| (r.l.u.) as
estimated from the modulation period of the zero-field
helical structure, since it cannot be reliably obtained in
the dispersion-relation fitting because of the limited ~Q-
range for this small angle neutron inelastic scattering.
The optimum fitting result is shown in Fig. 4, where sat-
isfactorily agreement is seen between the observed and
model dispersion relations. This also confirms the valid-
ity of the q0 assumption. The gap energy was estimated
as E0 = 0.02(1) meV, which is comparable to the ex-
pected gap h − hc ∼ 0.014 meV, as we measured the
magnon dispersion at H = ±5 kOe which is approxi-
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Obtained magnon dispersion relations
in the induced-ferromagnetic phase of MnSi. Open circles
represent the excitation energies for H = −5 kOe, whereas
filled circles for H = 5 kOe. Magnon excitation energies
were estimated from the inelastic spectra using resolution con-
voluted fitting to the Lorentzian-type function described in
the text. Solid lines stand for the shifted quadratic disper-
sions for H = ±5kOe given by Eq. (1) with the parameters
Ds = 21(1) meVA˚
2, E0 = 0.02(1) meV. Dotted lines are ex-
pected dispersion relations centered at Q = −|q0|.
mately 1.2 kOe away from the critical field. The esti-
mated Ds = 39(3) meV/(r.l.u.
2) = 21(1) meVA˚2, which
is in good agreement with the earlier estimation25. Us-
ing Ds and q0, DS at T = 27 K may be estimated as
DS = 0.17(1) meV. It may be noted that this value is
considerably smaller than the value reported earlier35,
since in this study DS is estimated at the high tem-
perature, where the effective spin size may be strongly
reduced.
The direction of the magnon shift is consistent with the
above theoretical expectation for D > 0, as our experi-
mental ~H is defined antiparallel to ~Q, and consequently
parallel to ~h in Eq. (4). The dotted lines in the figure
are dispersion relations centered at Q = −|q0| expected
from the detailed balance law. Although the negative Q
and larger |E| ranges were not accessible in the present
experimental setup, this clearly shows that the shift di-
rection can be reversed by switching the external field
direction.
The observed asymmetry in the excitation spectrum
can be explained using the shifted magnon dispersion.
Exemplified by the H = −5 kOe case, the magnon cre-
ation energy (shown by the magenta solid line) is acces-
sible in the observed Q range for the positive E side.
On the other hand, in the negative E side the magnon
annihilation provides much larger energy (shown by the
magenta dotted line), which is out of the energy range
of the present inelastic experiment. The asymmetric ap-
pearance of the magnon peak is the direct evidence of
the magnon dispersion shift.
The present confirmation of the shifted magnon disper-
sion brings about intriguing implication for manipulat-
ing the spin-wave-spin current in bulk ferromagnets. Al-
though the net spin current cancels out for the thermally
populated magnons, by selectively exciting magnons with
wavenumbers ±q we will have different group velocities
~v~q = ∂ω~q/∂~q. The nonreciprocal propagation of elec-
trostatic spin waves15,16 is one of the phenomena orig-
inating from the different group velocities, and now we
can expect the same nonreciprocal propagation for the
microscopic ferromagnetic magnons. The present con-
firmation further ensures that another interesting effect,
the magnon-mediated DM torque originally proposed in
the ferromagnetic thin films36, may be realized in the
bulk ferromagnet. Further study in this direction may
be quite interesting.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have performed the small angle inelas-
tic neutron scattering experiment in the noncentrosym-
metric binary compound MnSi. We have directly con-
firmed the shifted magnon dispersion in the bulk noncen-
trosymmetric ferromagnet in a microscopic length scale
for the first time. It was further shown that the magnon
dispersion shift can be reversed by switching the external
magnetic field direction.
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